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MINING LEGISLATION AMENDMENT AND VALIDATION BILL 2007 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 21 November 2007. 
MR P.D. OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood) [12.12 pm]: The opposition will support this bill with some caveats, 
in the form of questions to the minister. This is a very small bill, but it is very important. It validates 
miscellaneous licences issued pursuant to regulation 42B(n) of the Mining Regulations 1981. The bill also 
validates the extension of the term of certain exploration licences that were lodged at the incorrect office of the 
department. Finally, the bill amends section 19 of the Mining Amendment Act 2004 to provide for lodgement of 
applications for extensions of the terms of exploration licences and compulsory surrenders at any office of the 
department. 
The bill seeks to correct some things that have been happening with miscellaneous licences. Regulation 42B 
contains a list of purposes for licences. Some of the licences were for pipelines, roads, powerlines and the like. 
At the time, the Director General of Mines had the power to approve licences for any other purposes connected 
with mining operations, hence the provision for miscellaneous licences. The power of the director general, 
distinct from the normal situation in which the Governor had to approve the purpose for the licence, was inserted 
into the regulations in 1991. Over a period of 16 years, the director general approved some 42 licences for 
infrastructure purposes such as those I mentioned, including communications and a repeater station, a barge 
landing site, railways and so on. Approximately 450 licences have been granted, and works were undertaken 
under those licences. In a very good briefing we had from the Department of Industry and Resources, we were 
told that this power worked reasonably well until about 2006 when the Mining Warden, in dealing with a 
contested matter, refused an application for a miscellaneous licence. I am not sure which licence that was. The 
warden said that the licence was ultra vires because the Governor’s power had not been delegated. 

Dr G.G. Jacobs: It was BHP, over a tailings dump. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI: Yes, that was the one. Legal opinion confirmed what the warden had said, which left all the 
approvals up in the air. This bill seeks to validate those miscellaneous licences granted by the director general, 
which should have been granted by the Governor under the regulations. 
The second aspect of the bill is the validation of the extensions of the terms of certain exploration licences that 
were lodged at the incorrect office. I understand that, at the moment, an application for an extension of an 
exploration licence must be lodged in the office in the district over which licence is granted, such as Mt Magnet 
or Kalgoorlie. In fact some of the applications were lodged in the wrong offices, and therefore this bill seeks to 
validate those applications. Amendments were made in 2004 to the Mining Act 1978, and they commenced in 
February 2006. It was intended to allow an application for the extension of the term of an exploration licence to 
be made at any departmental office, rather than the office in that district. Section 19 of the act was overlooked, 
and that is now being corrected. The error that occurred was in the rules that did not apply to existing exploration 
licences. It was not discovered until a number of applications had been lodged at the incorrect offices. In 
conjunction with the validation referred to previously, section 19 of the act has been amended to clarify the place 
for the lodgement of applications for the extension of the terms of existing licences. The minister’s second 
reading speech states — 

An additional amendment to section 19 is being made regarding the place for the lodgement of 
surrenders made under section 65 of the Mining Act 1978. Section 65 provides that the holder of an 
exploration licence must surrender a portion of that licence at specified times. An unintended 
consequence of section 19 was that the lodgement of such surrenders is different for those licences 
granted and in force prior to the commencement of the Mining Amendment Act 2004 and those granted 
after the commencement. This amendment will therefore provide that the place for the lodgement of 
surrenders under section 65, whether they relate to “old” or “new” exploration licences, will be the 
same; 

We had a very good briefing from the department, and in that discussion we found that the department is under 
pressure with resources. The private sector is taking away a lot of the skilled people from the Department of 
Industry and Resources. It is a matter for the government to address in setting terms and conditions of 
employment of those people. An interesting conundrum exists in which very good state government officers are 
going off to the private sector, thereby up-skilling the private sector while leaving the department short of people 
conversant in mining and exploration law. This is one of the problems that occur when the mining and petroleum 
industry is booming. 
There are many issues relating to the Mining Act 1978 and the validation of licences, and I would like the 
minister to give an indication of some of those. This bill appears to be simple on the surface and it is obvious that 
a legal problem exists with the validation of the licences because of the Warden’s Court decision that the 
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regulations were not valid. I wonder how many cases this would open up, given that those miscellaneous 
licences were not properly approved. Is there an ability to challenge applications right across the spectrum? The 
minister may be able to respond to that. Of course, there are native title issues that complicate matters, whether it 
be native title issues under the Mining Act or under the Land Administration Act or with the extinguishment of 
native title. There is no doubt that the area of exploration and mining lease applications is a complex area of 
responsibility. It is important that these matters be clearly defined in law. 
That is probably enough from me, except to say that there are many applications for projects in the Kimberley, 
such as the Browse basin project. The other night on television I saw a report on community concerns about the 
impact that a resource hub would have on the Kimberley. Indigenous people are concerned about the impact on 
their cultural heritage and lifestyle. Those matters need to be resolved sensibly. We need to ensure that the laws 
that are in place in the state, whether they be environmental, mining or native title laws, are clearly outlined so 
that we do not find that a mistake has been made in a law that can then cause confusion and concern in the 
community. The opposition is very conscious of the vast number of new mining and exploration applications, 
particularly in the petroleum industry. There are offshore projects and there is a project by Inpex, the Japanese 
company. There will be impacts on the Maret Islands and Champagny Islands, where there is a proposal to locate 
a liquefied natural gas facility. Should there be one hub—obviously, the government has a task force working on 
that proposal—or should there be more than one location for refining petroleum in the Kimberley? There are 
other projects, such as Wheatstone, which was announced by Chevron a week or so ago, and the Pluto project on 
the Burrup. There are native title and cultural concerns about the rock art on the Burrup. These are major issues. 
I note that Woodside Petroleum Ltd is also considering building a second pipeline to enhance its situation. These 
projects are not directly relevant to this bill. This bill is more a technical bill for the validation of certain 
miscellaneous licences and for the extension of the term of exploration licences lodged at incorrect offices. I 
understand that this bill will clarify that matter. With those remarks, I again indicate that the opposition supports 
the legislation. Perhaps the minister can respond to some of my concerns in his response. 

DR G.G. JACOBS (Roe) [12.22 pm]: I, too, support this short bill, which will essentially validate 
miscellaneous licences within the mining industry. I call this the “oops” bill. Over a period of 16 years, the 
Director General of Mines has approved miscellaneous licences for more than 42 infrastructure purposes, 
including, as the member for Warren-Blackwood said, pipelines, barge landings, roads, railways, communication 
sites, repeater stations etc. Over that time, about 450 licences have been granted and works undertaken under 
those licences. As the member for Warren-Blackwood also said, this power worked until 2006 when, oops, a 
licence granted to BHP for a tailings dump found that the toe of the tailings dump encroached onto another 
tenement. A miscellaneous licence was issued. This miscellaneous licence was contested and, as the minister 
said in his second reading speech, it was found to be ultra vires. The Governor’s power prior to the past 16 years 
was not able to be delegated, so, oops, a significant number of licences are not valid. This bill seeks to address 
that issue; thus, it is called the validation bill. 
Yes, we were briefed very well by the Department of Industry and Resources, which was previously known as 
the mines department. It has taken me only a few years to get around that! Agencies keep changing their names, 
à la the former Department of Conservation and Land Management and Department of Environment, which is 
now called the Department of Environment and Conservation. This bill seeks to validate past licences that, oops, 
have been found to not be valid and those afoot that can also be validated. I not only support this bill, but also 
make the point about how the agency is having trouble dealing with this process. We understand that we are in a 
boom time. We understand that the number of licence applications is rising. However, an important function of 
this government is to ensure that agencies can cope with the applications. My electorate, more so than that of any 
other member of this house, has been let down by this dysfunctional process. We may say that that is because of 
the boom time and the inordinate amount of work that has been generated. I suggest to members that the 
delegated powers of the director general that were later found to be ultra vires in almost 50 licences granted in 
this state are probably a symptom of the incredible workload and the inability of the department to cope. That is 
not the agency’s fault. I believe that responsibility falls very clearly on this government. This bill demonstrates 
that. It also demonstrates that, of the 21 environmental officer positions within the Department of Industry and 
Resources, it is down by seven. It is a third down in the number of officers available to deal with all the work 
that they have to face, particularly the environmental aspects of the mining tenement application process. As the 
shadow Minister for the Environment, I am concerned that the department needs significantly more people to 
carry out that very important process. As the shadow Minister for the Environment, I want to know that the 
process is being done correctly. I am not suggesting any shortcuts. Most of the industry is not complaining about 
the fact that there is a process; it is complaining about the speed of that process. It is the speed of that process 
that will be significantly impacted upon by the shortfall in the number of environmental officers in this 
department. The significant backlogs in the state of Western Australia are frustrating the process. Neither 
industry nor I would ever suggest that the environmental processes should be short cut. For the sake of repeating 
myself I will say that we have a responsibility to undertake these environmental processes. We obviously have a 
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responsibility to the environment, we have a responsibility to the populations who are based near any project or 
proposed project, and we also have a responsibility to the proponents of such projects that we do not muck them 
around. The environmental processes need to be gone through as efficiently and effectively as possible. Once 
those guidelines are set, they need to be monitored. Everybody involved—not only the proponent but also the 
populations—needs to be reassured that those monitoring guidelines and processes are valid and are being 
adhered to.  
There are 10 regional offices in WA, including the Pilbara and Kimberley, at which people can lodge 
applications. An extension of term can also be applied for at any office. My notes say that this legislation will 
enable people to lodge any of these applications, including extensions, at any office. We will wait for the 
minister to talk about exploration licences. The number of licences that this bill will validate is probably between 
40 and 50. The minister can tell us that. The bill will allow for lodgement at any office. Industry fully supports 
the bill. The bill is obviously not petroleum related. We understand that. We will be supporting this validation. 
We understand that it is the “oops” bill. There has been a problem with the regulations being ultra vires because 
the Governor’s role was not able to be delegated to the director general. I still say that this may be a symptom of 
the incredible workload of this department, which is struggling through no fault of its own. As the member for 
Warren-Blackwood intimated, it is struggling because of a lack of numbers and experience. It is very important 
that the government take this on board, because we have a significant problem. Without fear of being typecast, I 
always hark back to the problem that led to the Esperance lead debacle; that is, an under-resourced department 
that was trying to oversee a project from a distance.  
Mr G. Snook: People were asleep at the wheel.  
Dr G.G. JACOBS: Absolutely, member for Moore. The nearest officer from the Department of Environment 
and Conservation was something like 500 kilometres away, and that officer was supposed to be overseeing the 
export of lead through the port of Esperance. The inquiry highlighted a gross inadequacy in resourcing, which 
was dealt with in one of the 45 or 46 recommendations of the inquiry report. The people of Esperance were let 
down. It is so important that the environmental branch of DOIR be adequately resourced. We can talk about the 
boom and about not being able to retain and attract people, but I would like to hear today from the minister about 
the tangible measures he has in place—not waffle, not spin—to address this problem. It was inconceivable that a 
problem such as the Esperance lead debacle would happen in the twenty-first century, because things were being 
monitored by the Department of Environment and Conservation. Taxpayers’ money went to this department to 
look after both them and the environment, but what happened? The community was seriously let down by a 
dysfunctional department that was under-resourced. If that is not a warning signal, I do not know what is. As 
shadow Minister for the Environment, I take a deep interest in the environmental regulation, monitoring and 
watchdog processes within any department.  
This bill addresses some invalid licences that were a result of a problem in the legal process. However, I believe 
that they were perhaps a symptom of a wider problem. I recognise that we are not talking about the same 
department, but it is the same symptom within the government’s monitoring and regulatory roles and its 
overview of environmental processes. I hope that the department has strategies to retain and attract employees, 
because it is already seven down in this environmental role. I would particularly like to hear from the minister 
about that. The opposition has no real argument with the process to redress the “oops”, but I make the point that 
the Esperance experience should not escape us, for I believe that this is a symptom of a wider problem. If we do 
not take note of that or read the fine print of the legislation and talk about it, we will miss the bigger message. 
The important point is that there is a bigger message. We have no argument with the letter of the law and trying 
to validate this oversight. However, it is our role and the minister’s role to accept that there is a bigger picture 
and another message. We need to read between the lines and look behind the words to find out what is being 
said. What is this process saying to us? It is saying that we must do better. We must adequately resource the 
department with both people and experience. I want to hear from the minister on how that will occur. Members 
might think that I am putting too fine a point on it, but unless the environmental processes are resourced, another 
Esperance-type situation will be waiting to happen. Members might say that such a thing will never happen 
again. That is what was said before the Esperance lead problem happened. Michelle Crisp rang me, as the local 
member, to say that there were birds dying in the backyard of her home in Bostock Street. The natural response 
to such a call is to go, “Oh, well”. Michelle Crisp is a pharmacist. She is an educated lady, not a rabid, raging 
greenie. I am talking about a person who has two young girls and who lives at the back of the port in Bostock 
Street. She rang me and asked, “Do you think that it could be related in any way to something that is happening 
at the port?” Reflecting on what she said, I replied “Michelle, I do not know—maybe, maybe not. Let us 
investigate the matter a little further and ask a few more questions.” The rest, as they say, is history.  

I take my job as the shadow Minister for the Environment seriously. The process must be responsible, scientific, 
fair and balanced. We must be cognisant of the warning signs and the symptoms. I believe that this validation 
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bill tells us something else, something deeper. That is the important message we must address so that we learn 
from experience and we do not have a repeat performance of any environmental disasters in Western Australia.  

MR G. WOODHAMS (Greenough) [12.42 pm]: I rise to raise what I believe are three small issues in the 
overall context of the Mining Legislation Amendment and Validation Bill 2007. As the previous speaker 
suggested, this bill covers different areas of portfolio responsibility.  

The first area I want to deal with relates to small mining operators. We live in an era in which large-scale mining 
operators prevail. The BHPs of this world are household names. As the minister is aware, Western Australia still 
has a body of small mining operations, particularly around the goldfields. Their operations will be impacted by 
this legislation should it—I am sure it will—pass through Parliament. It is necessary for the government to 
provide appropriate communication and education, particularly for those smaller operations that are not in the 
privileged position of having legal and corporate organisations working for them to get the right message across 
and to communicate with the Minister for Resources and other ministers across Australia, as is the case for the 
larger mining companies. Small operators, particularly those in the goldfields, should be apprised of the contents 
of this legislation and the impact that it may have on them. As the minister knows, many of those smaller 
operations are—dare I say it—one-man operations. I am not aware of any one-woman operations. In the main, 
those people derive a modest livelihood from something that is a tradition in Western Australia. Since Western 
Australia was a colony, mining has been considered the right of any individual of the state. In more recent times, 
it has become the domain of very large operators.  

The second issue concerns part of the information provided by the minister about the power that the director 
general of the Department of Industry and Resources has with regard to infrastructure, what some of those 
powers were prior to 2006 and what they might become under the changes that this legislation will invoke. I 
referred earlier to the involvement of other departments. The Department of Industry and Resources never stands 
on its own when it becomes involved in a particular project, as was evidenced by the member for Roe.  

One of my immediate and ongoing concerns involves the Department for Planning and Infrastructure and the 
Department of Environment and Conservation. I question whether it involves the Department of Industry and 
Resources. The minister would be familiar with proposals to build a railway siding to enable the more efficient 
transport and delivery of iron ore from the Koolanooka Ranges, which are east of Morawa, across to the port of 
Geraldton and with the approval to construct a siding at Tilley, which is north of Morawa. The construction of 
that siding is in direct opposition to the shire’s recommendations. I will not engage the minister in a debate about 
the whys and wherefores of that issue. In terms of dealing with some of the infrastructure provisions—I note that 
the minister described either a barge landing, a pipeline or a railway—information about that matter should be 
more effectively communicated to interested parties. Resolution of the Tilley siding could have been achieved 
without acrimony if there had been better liaison between those concerned. That is not necessarily the fault of the 
minister’s department because the Department of Environment and Conservation took a long time to deal with 
the environmental approvals for both the previous proposed siding location and the one at Tilley. 

The third point relates to environmental approvals for mining. The minister would be familiar with the Extension 
Hill project—it is situated east of Perenjori and is about 70 kilometres away from the small town of Wubin—and 
the difficulties the proponents have experienced with their application for mining and the dilemmas caused by 
the time it has taken the Department of Environment and Conservation to consider the entire proposal. I realise 
and appreciate that it is a complex proposal. It is a very necessary mining operation for not only the future of the 
mid-west, but also the future of mid-west mining operations. I am not seeking an answer to the three issues that I 
have raised in any specific sense. However, I believe the contents of this bill and the Department of Industry and 
Resources’ involvement must be communicated more effectively to all proponents and parties. It seems to me 
that those who have presented concerns about mining operations—whether they do or do not want something to 
go ahead—are often quite confused about the processes that they can access to make a submission or receive 
further advice. I say that in the spirit of supporting this piece of legislation. I will ask more questions during the 
consideration in detail stage. I will not raise the spectre of Oakajee because I am sure that the minister will be 
asked a range of questions relating to that issue.  

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

Mr G. WOODHAMS: With the minister’s indulgence, I will seek an audience with him to talk about these 
matters. The minister may be able to provide me with some guidance and I will be able to pass that on to the 
members of the public across the mid-west who, whether they are for or against the proposals, have some 
concerns.  

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn — Minister for Resources) [12.49 pm] — in reply: I thank the members for 
Warren-Blackwood, Roe and Greenough for their contributions to the second reading debate on the Mining 
Legislation Amendment and Validation Bill 2007, and for their support for it. As I pointed out in my second 
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reading speech, and it was confirmed by the member for Warren-Blackwood, this bill is straightforward and 
deals with amendments to the Mining Act. The reason for this bill is that the Mining Warden brought to the 
attention of the department the application of section 42, particularly in relation to a BHP tailings case.  

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
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